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Boundary Labs releases Memoir 3
Published on 07/26/19
Boundary Labs is happy to announce availability of Memoir 3 through both our website and
the Mac App Store. Memoir 3 is a total rewrite of the popular note taking and journaling
software for macOS. It features a powerful organizer, calendar, and search that work
together to help you keep organized. And, with a clean, elegant interface, Memoir makes
for a distraction-free organizational experience that helps you work faster with keyboard
shortcuts abound.
Houghton, Michigan - Boundary Labs is happy to announce availability of Memoir 3 through
both our website and through the Mac App Store. Memoir 3 is a total rewrite of the popular
note taking and journaling software for macOS. It features a powerful organizer, calendar,
and search that work together to help you keep organized. And, with a clean, elegant
interface, Memoir makes for a distraction-free organizational experience that helps you
work faster with keyboard shortcuts abound.
Memoir is a clean, elegant interface to your notes. Store your notes the way you'd like.
Similar to the Finder, the Organizer allows you to store notes in whatever structure works
best for you. Memoir keeps track of how you organize each folder, so you can focus on
taking notes.
The entire interface has been streamlined - most operations have keyboard shortcuts for
quick access without leaving the keyboard.
Search is deeply integrated. Type in the search bar and the organizer collapses, showing
just the information you're searching for. Or, search from anywhere using Spotlight.
Memoir keeps your data safe. Lock away your private data with a password or Touch ID to
keep your data safe from prying eyes. Memoir uses industry standard strong encryption to
make sure whatever data you want protected stays private.
Keep a focus on writing. A built in calendar shows you visually when notes were created,
helping you to track down information quicker. It also gives you a birds-eye view of your
writing activity, aiding you in making note-taking a consistent activity.
Memoir 3 provides a modern macOS experience. It features support for Dark Mode, Full
Screen Mode, Touch ID and the Touch Bar, Spotlight, and many other new macOS
technologies.
Memoir 3 is compatible with macOS 10.13 High Sierra and higher.
Boundary Labs:
https://boundarylabs.com
Memoir 3:
https://boundarylabs.com/Memoir
Support:
https://boundarylabs.com/support
Download Memoir:
https://boundarylabs.com/downloads/Memoir%203.0.dmg

Boundary Labs LLC is a Mac and iOS software development company based in Houghton,
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Michigan. It has been in business for 16 years, providing high quality Mac software as
well as consulting services. Copyright (C) 2019 Vortimac Software LLC. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, macOS, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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